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Don Ed Hardy started his career as a tattoo artist in 1967 after he had received the B.F.A degree in
printmaking form San Francisco Art Institute. Hardy honed his skill In Japan in the next two decades
under the guidance of a traditional tattoo artist. Hardy creatively combined tattoo designs with icons
from American, Japanese, and Cholo art histories. Ku USA signed Don Ed Hardy for using his
designs in their clothing line. In the next two years leading clothing brands started taking interest in
the innovative works of Hardy.

Designer Christian Audigier had previously designed for brands like Von Dutch, Diesel, and urban
Outfitters. He saw great potential in the tattoo designs of Don Ed Hardy and decided to use his
tattoo designs on clothes and accessories. In 2004 Audigier approached Don for using his art works
and tattoo designs for launching a new clothing line. The association of Hardy and Audigier gave
birth to the brand Ed Hardy clothes.

Today besides Ed Hardy clothes, handbags, shoes, and perfumes are also available from the
brand. Ed hardy clothes never seem to run out of fashion because of the charismatic designs on
them. The brand Ed Hardy does not just focus on style but also on comfort and utility of its items. Ed
Hardy has also made headlines with their line of bags including purses, rucksacks, tote bags, and
the Ed Hardy Denim Desiree Bag

Ed Hardy clothes are synonymous to fantasy images on themes like Death Freedom, or Love Kills
Slowly. The clothes and accessories from Ed Hardy focus on street culture and lifestyle couture.

In another way, if you think ED Hardy Clothes are very expensive for you due to the less material
used in these clothes, so you should change your opinion. These clothes are in fact very reasonably
priced so just about anybody can pick one up for himself. You should always keep in mind that in
fashion, it is very important that the drawings are good and reflected the thoughts of all types of
personalities. If a consumer relates to style, then you can be sure that the person will always feel
comfortable with what he wears. That is why you should really think about what clothes suit your
own style before buying them. It is quite easy for anyone to go get one of the goods of it as they are
so readily obtainable and reasonably inexpensive. And if you are in luck you can even get it when it
is on sale at much affordable prices.
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Nicolehao - About Author:
With much more information about a ED Hardy Clothes, pay a visit at our online store where you
can buy it with high satisfaction.
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